
Our Clients



Case studies



Sample Work

The shipment management platform and 
entire web infrastructure for the leading 
provider of parcel services in Europe with a 
unique, high-capacity transport network with 
more than 500 DPD depots in more than 30 
countries.
Technologies:

Ext JS, Node.js, Angular 2, MongoDB

DPD UK



Sample Work

My Covenant is a comprehensive web 
platform used by thousands of Mayors and 
City Halls across European Union to manage 
various environmental initiatives around the 
world.

Technologies:

PHP, Yii, PostgreSQL, TeamCity, GIThub

European Commission 
Covenant of Mayors



Sample Work

A cloud-based fleet management solution to 
monitor and control fleets of vehicles for 
entreprises and individual customers. Key 
features include safety, dispatch, reporting, 
real-time alerts, trip recordings and GPS tracking. 

Technologies:

Node.js, Angular 2, Go, Android SDK

Cobra Fleet Management



Sample Work

A mobile application to control the operations of a 
car such as opening and closing doors of the car, 
detecting the car location and others.

The car has a special box containing an alarm 
system, with internet connectivity. The car can be 
controlled directly from the mobile phone, with 
real time information being sent to and from the 
cloud.

Technologies:

Node.js, Objective-C, Android SDK

Cobra Code



Sample Work

Smart device that allows apartment owners to see in 
real time who is requesting to visit them, be it a friend 
or a delivery man. Real-time alerts, HD video and 
two-way audio makes it easy to answer your door from 
anywhere through the smartphone app. The device also 
allows you to control the front door without the 
traditional mechanical keys. It allows keyless, remote or 
fingerprint-secured entry to family members, friends, 
housekeepers and others without worrying about lost or 
copied keys.  

Technologies:

Node.js, Angular 2, Objective-C, Android 
SDK

Smart Door Lock and Door Bell



Sample Work

A comprehensive system that allows users to control 
their garden’s lawn irrigation & lighting from anywhere. 
GreenIQ smart sprinklers controller helps to save up to 
50% on the outdoor water bills.

Technologies:

Scala

GreenIQ



Sample Work

A personal device that monitors the female fertility cycle.

The OvuCon device targets women that would like to know 
the exact date when their body is ready to be pregnant. Using 
microprocessors (DSP), the fertility device is filtering and 
processing the measurements obtained from the sensors.

Technologies:

Ruby, Objective-C, Android SDK

OvuCon



Sample Work

A comprehensive web crawling engine and 
data mining system for various financial 
information to be collected, normalized and 
analysed.

Technologies:

Python

Western Union



Various infrastructure, web services projects and 
ongoing development for Gett. #1 in Europe, 
Gett is available in 100 cities worldwide, 
including New York, London, Moscow and Tel 
Aviv. In London alone, more than half of all 
black cabs are running on Gett.

Technologies:

Ruby, Go

Gett

Sample Work



Sample Work

Rallyware is an online platform that 
combines social networking, microtasking, 
and gamification and enables organizations 
to drive audiences that they do not control 
to take specific and tangible actions.

Technologies:

PHP, Javascript, jQuery, Backbone, AJAX, 
Bootstrap, Yii, cakephp, WordPress, 
Restful API

Rallyware



Sample Work

On-demand repair services for the 
households and businesses.

Technologies:

Frontend: JS, HTML/CSS
Backend: PHP
Mobile: Objective-C, Android SDK

Fixit Joe



Sample Work

Smart software to bring a wall-decor to 
the digital age.

Technologies:

Frontend: Angular JS
Backend: PHP

Digital Pictures



Sample Work

Online marketplace where manufacturers 
connect to buy and sell machine production 
capacity by the hour.

Technologies:

Frontend: Angular JS
Backend: Ruby on Rails

Maketime.io



Sample Work

Environmentally friendly, waterless 
car wash solution for business and 
residential cars.

Technologies:

Frontend: JS, HTML/CSS
Backend: PHP
Mobile: Objective-C, Android SDK

Bonshine



Sample Work

Developed by our team from the ground up, 
Maximum is currently #1 in test prep on the 
CIS market.
This is a comprehensive, data-driven platform 
that allows students to study and prepare for 
standardized tests online. It also allows 
parents to monitor their children’s studying 
progress, and for teachers – to communicate 
with students, easily manage groups, check 
their homework, etc. 

Technologies:

Frontend: JS, HTML/CSS
Backend: PHP

Maximum Education



...and many more


